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Introduction 
The notions of bar-constructions and cobar-constructions, including the special 
cases of nerves, homotopy colimits and homotopy limits, which originally inhabited 
the categories of topological spaces and of R-modules, have proliferated in recent 
years and spread to many other categories with homotopy, such as those of G- 
spaces, of (small) categories, of simplicial sets, of spectra. It seemed appropiate, 
therefore, to develop a theory broad enough to include all these varieties of the con- 
struction. In other words, the purpose of this paper and its sequel is to take Uay’s 
dictum that “anything which looks like a bar-construction is indeed a bar- 
construction” [26, p. 831 and carry it to its logical conclusion, namely, that anything 
which looks like a theorem about bar-constructions hould indeed be such a 
theorem. May has given two definitions of bar-constructions: the first, ]24], is 
general enough to include, especially in its symmetric form suggested by IvIacLane, 
all known types of bar-constructions, but it is so general that precise theorems are 
difficult to formulate. The second, [25], [26], using the notion of topological F- 
graphs, is much more special but still general enough to include all topological 
specimens. We will occupy a middle-ground between these definitions, replacing the 
category of topological spaces in the notion of @-graph by a more general category 
with homotopy. Actually we will not use C-graphs until the second paper of this 
series, but will replace them here by the more familiar notions of categories and 
functors. May considered monoids Y in the category of C-graphs which - he noted - 
correspond to (topological) categories, and used left and right Pt-graphs over 5. 
Elmendorf, [ 111, showed that these correspond to (continuous) covariant and con- 
travariant functors X : g-,Top, Y : 9’*+Top. These, then, are May’s bar- 
construction data: (9, X, Y). We will generalize this in two directions: (11 replacing 
Top by a suitable enriched category 7 with homotopy, (2) replacing X, Y by a single 
2 : Y* x 9 + Yi There are several reasons for the second change; first, it will enable 
us, via categorical duality, to pass from bar- to cobar-constructions; econd, it will 
enable us to include the important special case of Rector’s cobar-construction, 1:35), 
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[5]. Actually, as we will see in the sequel to this paper, where we will study mor- 
phisms of bar-constructions and generalize Quillen’s Theorems A and B, [34], to 
bar-constructions, it will become necessary to consider even more general kinds of 
bar-construction data, and to return to May’s @-graphs and elaborations thereof. 
In Sections 1 and 2, we briefly review standard notions from category theory: 
ends, coends, symmetric losed monoidal categories y, and I-categories. In Section 
3, we study the geometric realization functor. As May’s work has shown, bar- 
constructions become much less forbidding objects if we divide their definition into 
two stages, defining first a simplicial bar-construction, and then applying geometric 
realization. Since we wish to define bar-constructions in quite general categories, it
is necessary to generalize the classical geometric realization. The surprise here is that 
there are no surprises; the classical rheory generalizes without difficulty and one ob- 
tains the structure of the realization as a colimit of induced cofibrations. The 
general setting enables us to obtain results on the geometric realization (or ‘total ob- 
ject’, (5)) of cosimplicial objects as an immediate corollary, thus perhaps hedding 
some light on [5]. Next we study realizations of simplicial morphisms. The basic 
result which Quillen, [34], calls the May-Tornehave theorem, [24], [26], 1461, but 
which was surely known independently by others (especially Segal, [39]) states that 
a map of simplicial spaces, which is a homotopy equivalence in each dimension, has 
a geometric realization which is also a homotopy equivalence. There are a number 
of theorems in the literature of this same type, which either replace topological 
spaces by simplicial sets, [5], homotopy equivalences by another family of maps, 
[24], [32], [39], or simplicial objects by cosimplicial ones, (51. Following 
Tornehave’s original proof quite closely, we axiomatize the properties which a 
family of morphisms must satisfy for such a passage from the local to the global 
to hold, and obtain a very general form of the May-Tornehave theorem, applicable 
to both simpliciai and cosimplicial situations. This theorem will be crucial in the 
study of morphisms of bar-constructions. 
In Section 4, finally, we define bar-construction data, bar-constructions, and give 
a number of elementary properties. A useful one is the characterization of bar- 
constructions in terms of higher homotopies, generalizing the result of 
Bousfield-Kan for homotopy limits and colimits, [5], in the simplicial category, and 
showing that Thomason’s ad hoc construction of a homotopy colimit in Cat, [44], 
fits into our scheme. This characterization ot only reminds us that homotopy co- 
limits are special cases of bar-constructions, but also indicates that we may consider 
bar-constructions as homotopy coends. 
In Section 5, we take advantage of the generality of our categorical setting to 
study various dualities. Passing from the ambient category r to its dual *F*, we ob- 
tain the notion of cobar-construction. A different duality between bar- and cobar- 
constructions is obtained by the use of the internal horn-functor, if y is a closed 
category. 
Let X+ be a simplicial sobject, and Y* the constant simplicial object equal, in 
each dimension, to the coequalizer of do, d, : X, --+X0. There is a canonical map 
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X, + Y*; when this is a homotopy equivalence, we say X, is resolvent. It turns out 
that a number of theorems on bar-constructions, homotopy colimits, and nerves can 
be formulated in terms of the resolvency of certain simplicial objects. In Section 6, 
we obtain a general theorem yielding resolvency of simplicial objects, and in Section 
7, we apply this result to bar-constructions, thus obtaining as corollaries many 
previously known results. 
My debt to previous workers in this field, especially May, Segal, Bousfield-Kan, 
Quillen, Vogt and Thomason, will be obvious; less clear, but equally important was 
the influence of Elmendorf, whose coalescence functor (see Section 7, also [f 11) 
aroused my interest in bar-constructions, and whose observations on @-graphs (see 
above) set me on the right track. 
1. Ends and limits 
1.1. Definition. Given a functor 2 : t?‘* x %-, .F, an end of 2 is an object A!? of .f, 
together with morphisms n c: E-+Z(C,C) such that, for all f: C-C in J-, 
and such that {E, Q} is universal with respect o that property. 
By abuse of language, we will often say that E is an end of 2. Such abuses will 
be frequent, and no further mention of them will be made. 
If Y has products, we may consider the diagram 
nzw~ n Z(C,C’) 
c p f:C+C 
where pf l a = Z( 1,f). pc, pf = /?= Zyf, 1) - pcl (the p’s denoting the obvious projec- 
tions of products to factors), and end 2 is clearly an equalizer of u and ,8. 
IfF:~~~~defineZ~:~*x~~~byZF(CI,CZ)=F(CZ),ZF(f,1)=1,ZF(l,f)= 
F(f); it is easy to see that end ZF - lim F. Thus the existence of ends implies the 
existence of limits. Conversely, since the existence of limits guarantees that of pro- 
ducts and equalizers, the existence of limits also implies that of ends. It is also 
possible and useful to exhibit directly ends as limits of suitable functors. For this 
and further properties of ends, see [23]. 
There is an obvious notion of coend, dual to 1.1, and with dual properties. In par- 
ticular, if 2 : %'* x i%-+ f and Y has coproducts, then coend 2 is a coequalizer of 
LL W? C)=U_LZ(C, C). 
f:C-C C 
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2. Symmetric losed monoidal categories 
We will recall here, very briefly, relevant definitions from [9]; see also [8], [22]. 
2.1. Definition. Asymmetric losed monoidal category ?” consists of an ordinary cate- 
gory ~6, a forgetful functor V: VO+Sets, an internal horn-functor h : Vo*x fp rb 
such that W&4,8) = VO(A, B), a unit object I with a natural isomorphism 
A = h(l, A) and a natural transformation j : I+h(A, A) for each A, a composition 
law h(B, C)+h(h(A, B), h(A, C)), a symmetric (up to natural isomorphism) 
associative (up to natural isomorphism) tensor-product functor @ : 7’(, x w. --) w. 
such that A@I= A. Furthermore, the above data are required to satisfy a number 
of axioms expressible as the commutativity of various diagrams; we will not need 
to state them here. Finally, and most important, the exponential law axiom holds: 
there is a natural isomorphism 
h(A @B, C) = h(A, h(B, C)). (2.2) 
2.3. Examples. Such categories are extremely common, among them: 
(a) Sets, with @ = x , ordinary horn, and 1 is a singleton set. . 
(b) Top, a suitable category of topological spaces, with @ = x , a suitable 
topology on h(A, B), and I is a singleton space, [23]. 
(c) Top*, a suitable category of pointed topological spaces, with @) = A, a suitable 
topology on h(A, B), and I= So, the O-sphere. 
(d) R-mod, the category of R-modules, with @ = 0, h(A, B) = the R-module of 
R-maps A -+B, and I = R. 
(e) Y; the category of simplicial sets, with @ = x , the usual definition of function 
complex, and I = A [0], [S]. 
(f) Cat, the category of small categories, with @ = x , h(A, B) = the category of 
functors A-+& I=O= the category with one object and one morphism. 
(g) Graded complexes, bicomplexes, or multicomplexes, [ 18 1, [27]. 
If % is a symmetric closed monoidal category, applying V to (2.2) yields 
Yb(A@B, C) = Yo(A, h[B, C)) so that there is an adjoint pair of functors 
(- @B, h(B, -)). Passing to the dual category yo*, we find that 
r;*(h(B, A), C) = Wo(C, h(B, A)) = Yo(C@B, A) = “t/,*(A, BBC) 
so that, if we define A @B = h(B, A), &A, B) = AQB, we have 
$b*(A@B, C)= 
and (- @B, fi(B, -)) is an adjoint pair. In general, however, there is no natural 
symlmctric losed monoidal structure on Vo*. 
One often needs to consider categories whose horn-sets have additional structure, 
such as that of a topological space, an R-module, or a simplicial set; the theory re- 
quired for this purpose has been developed in [9]. The following definition is basic: 
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2. efinition. If % is a symmetric monoidal category, a g-category .:Y’ consists of 
the following data: a class of objects, for each pair A, B of objects, a horn-object 
.ti(A, B) E Q, for each object A, a morphism j : I-w’(A, A), and for each triple of 
objects A, B, C, a composition law 
.d(B, C)@.d(A, B)+d(A, C). 
These data are subjected to a number of axioms. Given a y-category .d, we can 
define as usual a dual %atcgory, ,d*. Given %ategories .QI, & we can define their 
product d@ 39: the objects are ordered pairs of objects of .& and .8, and 
(d&) $)((A, B), (A’, B’)) = .4c(A, A’)@ 3(B, B’). 
Given two r icategories &‘, a, a %‘-functor F: &-, a consists of a function F from 
the objects of .d to those of 3, and for each pair of objects of Crs/, A, 13, a morphism 
in $), 
F: &(A, B)-+ iV(FA, FB) 
subject to certain axioms. 
One also has the notion of P-natural transformation; for details on all these 
definitions, we refer to [9], [22]. 
From this point on, the adjective ‘closed’ will mean ‘symmetric losed monoidal’. 
The isomorphism (2.2) states that (- @B, h(B, -)) is not just a pair of adjoint 
functors, but a pair of adjoint %functors, consid-wring ‘I/as a Y icategory, [8]. There 
are corresponding notions of Nimits and %colimits, and adjoint g-functors 
behave with respect o these as might be expected. We will need here only the follow- 
ing proposition which is a special case of facts well-known to enriched-category 
theorists, (81, [22], and the notion of %coend. 
2.5. Proposition. Let V’ be a closed category and F : %‘--+ I. Then 
h(A, lim F) = lim(A, F), 
h(colim e B) = lim h(F, B), 
A @colim Fs: colim(A@F) 
where A, B are objects of % : 
Proof. Let X be an arbitrary object of %. Then 
rb(X, h(A, lim F)) = %O(X@A, lim F) 
= lim $,(X@A, F) 
= lim P,(X, h(A, F)) 
= %0(X, lim(A, F)) 
from which it follows that h(A, lim F) = lim(A, F). 
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Similarly, 
%(A @dim F, X) = VO((colim F)@A, X) 
= V$colim F, h(A, X)) 
= lim Vo(F, h(A, X)) 
= lim Q(F@A, X) 
= Vb(colim(A OF), X) 
from which it follows that A @colim F= colim(A OF). 
Finally, 
Yb(X, h(colim F, B)) = yb(X@colim F, B) 
= VO(colim(X@F), B) 
= lim YO(X@ F, B) 
= lim q,(X, h(F, B)) 
= Yb(X, lim h(F, B)) 
from which it follows that h(colim F, B) 5: lim h(F, B). 
2.6. Definition. If 2: U*@ g --) % is a g<functor, where $ is a small #‘-category, and 
P is closed, then %coend 2 is a coequalizer of 
I_L u’(A, B)@Z(B, A)=tuZ(A, A). 
AB A 
The two arrows above correspond, under the exponential law, to the arrows 
which define 2 as a %functor, [22, p. 551. Note that, if Y= Sets or if V is discrete 
(see Section 4), then this definition coincides with that of coend in Section 1. It 
would have been better, of course, to have defined %coends in terms of universal 
properties and to have derived the above formula for them; we have chosen this 
approach for brevity’s sake. 
3. eometric realization 
Let A, P be arbitrary categories and X : A * + 9. We think of X as a ‘simplicial’ 
@-object, (note that, at this point, we make no assumption about A). In order to 
define the realization, we need more data, namely a ‘models’ functor @J : .4 -tq and 
a ‘product’ functor T: @ x 9-4 %. Given such data, we consider 
XX@ T 
A*xA- ?i2xaF- :“J (3.1) 
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and define the geometric realization of X, Rr,(X) = R.X by 
R,,(X)=R.(X)=coend(T*(Xx@)). 
We obtain the more familiar formulation in the special case where .j-= +? is a 
symmetric monoidal category and T is the tensor-product. 
Replacing i/// by its dual, we have Y: A*-+ +P or Y: d -+ +I. We think of Y as 
‘cosimplicial’ @-object; T becomes W: ,@ x X*+ ,ti; (3.1) becomes 
(3.2) 
and we define the geometric realization of Y, RHv@( Y) = R’ Y by 
R**@(Y)=R’Y=end(H*(Yx#)). 
Again, to obtain a more familiar formulation, consider the speci,al case where 
,7= ti is a closed category with internal horn-functor h and H(A, B’) = h(B, A). 
The two special cases described above may be united if we assume that .P is a 
closed category, so that both T= @ and H (as above) exist, and we may therefore 
define realizations of both simplicial and cosimplicial Sobjects; we write R,, R@, 
respectively for R,,, RH9? 
Let now X be a ‘simplicial’ Sobject, X: b *--GT and 2 an object of .I_ Define 
h(X, 2) : d -+Y by h(X, Z)(n) = h(X(n), 2). It is clear that h(X, 2) is a ‘cosimplicial’ 
.cobject. 
3.3. Proposition. h(R@X, 2) = R@(h(X, 2)) 
Proof. 
h(R, X, 2) = h(coend(X@@), 2) 
= end h(X@@, 2) by (2.5) 
= end h(@, h(X, 2)) = R@(h(X, 2)). 
3.4. Examples. Let A denote the category of finite ordered sets and order-preserving 
maps, and [n] the ordered set containing n + 1 elements. 
(a) .T=Top, A =A, @:d--Vis the functor sending [n] to d,, the Euclidean n- 
simplex. Then R, and R@ are the usual realizations of simplicial and cosimplicial 
spaces, [38], [47]. Let i : Sets *Top be the obvious embedding and also the induced 
embedding of the category of simplicial sets to that of simplicial spaces; then R, 9 i
is the classical realization of a simplicial set, [30]. Realizations using non-standard 
models have been studied in [ 121, [ZS], 1291, [36], [37]. 
(b) F= 9, d =d, @I : d + F sends [n] to d [n], the simplicial n-simplex. Then a 
simplicial Sobject is a bisimplicial set and R, is the diag0na.l functor. 
(c) There are many variations on the above examples, using A x A rat her than 3, 
and pointed spaces or simplicial sets; these all give familiar const ruxt ions. 
(d) .?=Cat, d=d, @:d +,7 sends [n] to n, the category: 
*-P.-b....-+. 
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(with n + 1 objects). Then R,, R@ define realizations of simplicial or cosimplicial 
categories. 
(e) Y= category of positive differential R-modules, R-Mod, d = A, @ sends 1~ J 
c*(d [n]; R). Then a simplicial differential module has an associated first-quad] 
bicomplex and R, gives its total differential module (assembled via the direct SUIALJ; 
a cosimplicial differential module has an associated second-quadrant bicomplex and 
R@ gives its total differential module (assembled via the direct product). The proofs 
will be given in the appendix. Thus, again, R, and R@ yield familiar constructions. 
(f) F= Top, 9 = category of spectra (sometimes called prespectra), i.e., {E,,}, 
E,+Top*, and e, :SEn-*Er;+i, [l], 141, [48]; A =A, @[n]=Ai, T is the small 
smash-product, and h the small fL-nction-spectrum functor defined in the obvious 
fashion, and we obtain rea!Izations of simplicial and cosimplicial spectra; by the 
canonical functor from spectra to Q-spectra, one can also let 9Y = category of 
Q-spectra. 
3.5. Proposition. Let x : A *-+ F be u constant simplicial object, i.e., X[n] =X for 
alI n and X(6)= 1 for all morphisms 8 in A. Then RT(X) = T(X,@[O]) and 
R@(X) = X@@[O]. In particular, if @[O] = I, then R@(X) =X. 
The condition #[0] = I will be satisfied in all significant examples. The proof of 
the proposition is easy; it depends upon the fact that, for every n, there is a unique 
morphism [n] --+ [0] in A. 
3.6. Lemma. If X= (Xnr dig si) is a simplicial object, then its reverse Xr = 
(X,,d/,Sjr), with d/=dn_i;Xn+Xn_1, sj’=sn_j:Xn+X +I, is also a simphcial 
object. 
The proof is a simple exercise in the simplicial identities. In general, there is no 
simplicial isomorphism between X and X’. Nevertheless, the following proposition 
is well-known, at least in the case F-c Top, [34]. 
3.7. Proposition. If there exist ‘orientation-reversing’ isomorphisms of the models, 
i.e., isomorphisms Q, : @[n] +@[n] such that 
ml A 401 
t t 
#taj> dCdfl-j) 
@In - 11 - l?,_* @b-- 11 
then R,X and R,X’ are isomorphic. 
@(oj) 
cp[n 
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roof. Consider the diagram 
1 X@,(Sj) 
X,x@[n-a]--- --xx ml 
d; _ 1 x 1 I xn-,x#b-11 ’ RoA Y 
.z I/ lxe,_, 
X,:-l x@[n-- 11 
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and the similar one for the degeneracy operators sj. It follows from these that 
R,X=coend(X@@) may also be taken as coend(X’@@) = R,X’. 
Note that, in most cases of interest, the isomorphisms e, exist. 
Next, recall that in the classical context of Example 3.4(a), RX is filtered by 
(R,X} and that each R,,X is obtained from R,_ J as a pushout. We will show 
that, under minimal assumptions, these facts hold quite generally. 
Suppose that the set of objects {x} of d is partially-ordered; then we may define 
d(x) as the subcategory of d consisting of all morphisms whose domain and co- 
domain are sx. Assume also that, under inclusion, the categories d(x) form a 
partially-ordered family of subcategories such that d = colim, d(x). 
Examples of such d are: (1) d = d, since cardinality defines an order on the set 
of objects of d, (2) d = dk =d x l x A (k factors). 
If we have @:4-Y, X:d* * @, then by restriction we have &. : d(++ .7, 
Xx:d(x)*+ % and so 
T(Xx@):A*xA-,+Y, T(X,x q&-) :A(x)*x A(x)+ -iP. 
Let RX=coend(T(Xx@)), R,X=coend(T(X,.x@,)). If xcy, then we have 
A(Y)*wY) 
I / 
A(x)* x A(x) 
/+w*x &) 
and so 
RYX 
I \ RX / 
R,X’ 
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3.8. Proposition. Under the above assumption on A, RX= colim, RJ. 
Proof. Let Y be an arbitrary object of % Then 
@(RX, Y) = @(coend T(X x @), Y) 
= end Q(T(X x @), Y) 
= II’ wmvh@wl9 Y) 
x 
= lirn, 
= lim, @(coend T(X, x q$), Y) 
= lim, @(RyX, Y) = @(colim,, R,. X, Y). 
I-Iere, and in the sequel, 
fy* T[l,O*J =& T[8*, l],all &x-+y}. 
Similarly for fl’. 
xcy 
Let A_(x) be the subcategory of A consisting of all morphisms with domain and 
codomain CX. We may define, as above, R;X. 
If A =d, then A-(x)=&x- 1). If A =d xd, then A_(x,y) is the pushout in Cat 
of the diagram 
4x- 1) X&Y) 
d(x- 1)x&y- l)- d(x) xd(y- 1). 
We wish to compare R;X and R,X. Let Y be 
~(R,x, Y) = rl[’ WT[X(Yh @(Y~l, n 
YCX 
! , an arbitrary object of %; then 
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Hence 
Q&X Y) = @(RX Y) x’ @(T[X(x), $Wl, Y), 
where the notation X’ means 
For every 6 : y-+x, ys X, 
For every (~:x+y, y~x, 
(*I 
Thus, we have the pullback diagram, 
nl I I B (***t) 
‘WCX, Y) --y- n’ WTWW NY)I, Y) x’ n’ WT[X(.Y), 444, Y) 
l5:y+gycx u:x+y,ycx 
where 
a(fy) = ((fv* TV*, II}, {fv l TV, ~.l)), 
Kfx,=((fx* TW*lh {fx* no*, UD 
The ‘prime notation’, as earlier, refers to the fact that all morphisms are compatible 
in the obvious sense. The diagram (***) is a pullback only if the morphisms ct : n-w, 
S: nwz can be ignored, i.e., if, whenever { fv}, fx satisfy (*), (**) for y<x, then 
they also satisfy (*), (**) for y = x. 
We now make the additional assumption o  A : Every ;1: x-x in d(x), A # 1, can 
be factored as A =& cr, CJ : x+y, 6 : y-x, y<x. Note that this holds for d = d and 
d=Llx-xd. 
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With this assumption, if l’#A :x-+x, and A =6. CT, then we have 
which shows that if (*), (**) hold for y<x, then (*) and (**) hold also for A :x-+x. 
We proceed to simplify the lower right-hand corner of (***). At this point, for 
simplicity’s sake and since it is the most important case, we assume that d =d, and 
we switch from the notation x, y for objects of d to the more usual m,n, and ab- 
breviate X( In]), #([n]) to X(n), #(n). 
3.9. Lemma. 
l-I ’ rWTTX(n), @(Ml, Y) = n’ WIXW, @(n - VI, Y) 
d:m-+n,mcn iE&htll 
Proof. Since {a’:,n-l~~,Ori~n}C(s:m-)n,m<n}, there is a canonical pro- 
jection TI : ni + n&,,. We will show that II is an isomorphism. 
Let fal : T[X(n), @(n - l)]-+ Y, O,c&n, be given, and let 6 : m-*n. Then CT has a 
canonical factorization 
where i=i,, Osi,<-+az, Osj,< l ** <j, sm. Define fa : T[X(n), @(m)J 3 Y by 
fs =fai l T[l, 4(u)]. If we can show that { fs} E fli, this will mean that the projec- 
tion II is an epimorphism. We must verify that, if m, rli<n and rfj 4 m A n, 
6= &, then fs = fs l T[ 1, @(E)]: 
(1) If the canonical factorization of 6= 6e begins with a’, then 6= a’a~ and the 
canonial factorization of 6 is a’&, where @ = a~; thus, fs= fale tt* = fal l a* l E* = 
fs- E*, as required; we have abbreviated T[l, @(a)] to a+. 
(2) It clearly suffices to prove fa = fd l e* for e = a’ and E = crj, 
(3) If e = C& then 6= So’= && = a’@, this last expression 
factorization; then (1) applies. 
(4) If z = aj, then the canonical factorization of Sai has the 
(we have already considered the case where k = i in (1)). This 
and for arbitrary 6. 
being the canonical 
form t3”p with k# i 
can happen only if 
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6a-i = a’# - ‘0 with (p - ’ & = ai3j and k > i, in which case the canonical factorization 
of &4j is aka&, and fd=fal- CT*, f8=fd8J=f8k'a!#- tt*=fdl* a:-Qt, =falg a** aj,= 
fd-aj,=f6+*. 
This completes the proof that II is an epimorphism. The above argument also 
proves that II is a monomorphism, since all fa are uniquely determined by the f$. 
Consider now the diagram: 
$J(n - l)o 0.9 Cp(n - 1)i l *a @(PI - 1); l em @(n - l), 
f$@- ‘) 
\ I 
tptai) 
. . . @(n - 2)ii l .a Osilj92. 
Let the colimit of this diagram be dent! ted by d(n); then (a’, a’, . . . , a”) define a 
morphism a : t$(n)-,#(n) such that 
P 
NTMO, @@)I, Y) - 9’ @(T]X(n), @(Ml, Y) x’ n’ +(T]X(m), #(n)], Y) 
CI 
coincides with 
“a( TM@, @@)I, 
We are assuming here that 
in the two important cases: 
(a) 
00 
3.10. 
@ = Y is closed, and T[A, B] = A @B. 
?@ = Y*, F is closed, and TEA, B] = h(B, A). 
Lemma. 
n’ @( T[X(m), @(n)l, I’) = fl’ @(T[X(n - l), @(nN, Y’l 
o:n*m,mcn jE[O,fl- 11 
= {{fdLi~C4 n- l] I.&J- T[X(&‘), l] =fa- T[X(d), l],i<j}. 
0 -+ W T[X(n), hn)l, Y I. m, aI* 
T[A, colim F] = colim T[A,F]. This will hold, by (2.5), 
Proof. This is very similar to that of 3.9. Since {&n--w- l,O~j~n- 1) C 
{a : n+m, m <n}, there is a canonical projection fl : fli -+ nlelo.n _ II. We n-ill shoj5 
that this is an isomorphism. 
Let faJ : T[X(n - l), e(n)] + Y, jtz [0, n - 11, be given, and let CT : n --wt. Then a 
has a canonical factorization 
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where j=j,, Od,<*~*<i,Sn, OSj,<~*xj, sm. Define fa : T[X(m), @(n)] + Y by 
fn=foJ. T[X(a), 11. If we can show that { fo} E n:, this will mean that the projec- 
tion R is an epimorphism. We must verify that, if m, rfi en and n --% m A rft, 
8 = ~a, then fa =f* l T[X(q), 11: 
(1) If the canonical factorization of d = qa ends with bi, then d = qc& and the 
canonical factorization of B is dai, where d = qar; thus, fa =foJ l b* =f& l tit* l tj * = 
fa l q*, as required; we have abbreviated nX(a), 1) to q*. 
(2) It clearly suffices to prove fa = fa l q* for q = a’ and q = ok, and arbitrary cr. 
(3) If q =8, then d=&=&~a i = &, this last expression being the canonical 
factorization; then (1) applies. 
(4) If q = ok, then the canonical factorization of c&r has the form /JO’ with &j 
(we have already considered the case where I= j in (1)). This can happen only if 
oka = &a’- 1 aj with &a’- 1 = crka and I > j, in which case the canonical factorization 
of bku is OC#, and fa =fd l CT*, 
This completes the proof that 8 is an epimorphism. The above argument also proves 
that R is a monomorphism, since all f. are uniquely determined by the foJ. 
Consider now the diagram 
X(n - l)o l ** X(n - 1)j -8. X(n - 1)i 9.. X(n - l),_ 1 
X(a’- ‘) 
\ / 
X(d) 
X(n - 2)U Oljliln-1. 
Let the colimit of this diagram be denoted by sX(n - 1); this is the standard 
notation, although a better one would be DX(n); then (X(0’), . . . , X(8- ’ )) define 
a morphism o : sX(n - 1)+X(n) dch that 
n ’ WWMO, @(nN, Y) 
u 
coincides with 
WTWOO, WO19 Y) r[a WT[sX(n - l), e(n)], Y). 
, 
We are assuming here that T[colim e B] = colim T[F, B]. This will again hold, by 
(2.5), if: 
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(a) ti = .i is closed, and T[A, B] =A @B. 
(b) @ = .f*, .f is closed, and TEA, B] = h(B, A). 
We have now proved the following theorem, which describes the structure of the 
geometric realization functor; this is, of course, a generalization of the classical 
theorem for the special case Y=Top. It seems likely, from references in [3], that 
C. Reedy, in his unpublished thesis, obtained a similar result. 
3.11. Theorem. Let d=h, @:d-+.~ X:d *-+ Ji; assume that IV is coco,mplete, 
and that T: I& x .T + ,# satisfies T[colim 6;; B] = colim T[F, B], T[A, colim F] = 
colim T[A, b’]. Then: 
(1) RX = colim, R,,X. 
(2) There is a pushout square 
where 
TCx(n), d(n)1 U T[sX(n - - 11, WOI -R,_,X 
T[X(n), i(n)1 - TWOO, QiQOl U TbX(n - 0, WOI 
T[sX(n - l), iW1 ’ TEsX(n - 0, #(@I 
is also a pushout square. 
Note that, if Y is a closed category, letting :a = 9; T= @ and ,I/ = Y*, T= h, 
yields coro!laries on the structure of both simplicial and cosimplicial Y-objects; see 
[30], [S] for the classical cases .Y= Top, Y= Y. 
We proceed now to our main theorem on realizations, which deals with the 
following question: suppose X is a family of morphisms in ‘//, and f* : X*-+ Y* a 
simplicial map of Ssimplicial objects such that each fn : X,, -s Yn is in .K Under 
what conditions can we conclude that R( f,,J : R(X*)-+R( Y*) is in X also? It is clear, 
in view of 3.11, that J?’ will have to ‘behave properly’ with respect o colimits (of 
sequences) and pushouts. We must formalize the preceding remark; in doing so, we 
follow as a model the proof of Tornehave, [48], for the case ‘// = Top, .ri = homotopy 
equivalences. In order to consider general families 2; one additional complication 
arises; we must deal with commutative squares in # (i.e., morphisms in the category 
ti2) of arrows of @) which ‘behave properly’ with respect o X Let then .r// be 
such a family of morphisms of @ 2, Also Y and 9 must be ‘categories with . 
homotopy’. We could mean by that statement by <K +? are model categories in the 
sense of Quillen, [33]. From our point of view, however, cofibrations play a privi- 
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leged role in the theory of realizations and bar-constructions, while fibrations occur 
only either as cofibrations in the dual categories J “1: 9/*, or incidentally as members 
of the family 3y: We therefore assume only that in F, and q, there exist cylinder 
functors satisfying enough axioms so that the standard theorems of abstract 
homotopy theory can be proved; see [ZO], 1211. In particular, we have the notion 
of cofibration in @ and *F, with the usual properties. In addition, we have the 
notion of closed cofibration in S, dependent in general on the functor T. We say 
that A -+X is a closed cofibration in F if, for every cofibration B+ Y in q, we have 
T[Y,A]UT[B,X]-+T[Y,X] 
is a cofibration in @, i.e., the ‘product theorem for cofibrations’ holds. A simplicial 
object in 4?, X *, is cofibered, or good, or proper, 1241, [39], [46], if for all 
n, sX(n - 1)-+X(n) is a cofibration. 
We can now axiomatize the relationship between Z and -4’: 
(A.0) &’ is a family of morphisms in q; J? is a family of morphisms in ti2). 
(A-1) (Brown’s lemma, [6]) If, in the diagram below, the squares are pushouts, 
CW, B y E x, i, j are cofibrations, 0, @ belong to ,&, then 6 E H and 0, @ belong 
to J. 
a P 
0 
/ 
6 
d’ 
A-A 0 1 
4 
0 1 I 0 4 
i 
I 
A2 --A 
B 
_/ 
3 
Y 
0 \ 
B2 
j 
’ B3 
(A.2) Consider a commutative cube in @ whose vertical faces are in A; we call this 
an admissible morphism from the front to the back face. A diagram of elements of 
M is admissible if all its morphisms are admissible. Then 4 is closed under colimits 
of admissible diagrams and under compositions. 
(A.3) f~ Z implies T[f, l] E 2, where 1 is the identity morphism of t)(n) or d(n). 
(A.4) Applying T[ --) 1] to a square in 4 yields a square in ye/f. 
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(A.5) If, in 
I 
.fo I I fl fn-I 
bl 
I I fn 
B-B 
brl 
0 1 
------+...-B,_,------_*B -... 
n 
%* bn are cofibrations, fn E -)y3 and the squares are in . J/, then 
f = colim fn : colim A,+colim B, is in .K 
T[A, C] = TM, Dl 
(A.6) Tlf, 111 I Tlf, 11 is in J. 
3.12. Definition. A simplicial morphism f*: X* + Y* is (x L.d)-admissible if axioms 
(A.O)-(A.6) hold, each fn is in 2, and each square 
I fn 
Ym- Y e n 
is in A, where 8 is a simplicial operator. 
3.13. Theorem (Generalized May-Tornehave Theorem). Let f* : X*-+ Y* be an 
(& di )-admissible morphism of good simplicial @-objects. Assume d(n) -+ Q(n) are 
closed cofibrations. Then R( f*) : R(X&+ R( Y*) is in .F. 
Proof. Since &n)+@(n) is a closed cofibration, ,lnd sX(n - 1)+X(n) is a cofibra- 
tion, it follows that T[X(n), b(n)] U T[sX(n - l), e(n)] + T[X(n), G(n)] is a cofibra- 
tion, and from 3.11, that R,__ J-+R,X is the induced cofibration; similarly for 
y** 
Next we prove that sX(n - l)+sY(n - 1) is in 2, for all n. In the diagram defining 
sX(n - l), consider only that part involving X(n - l)i, X(n - 2)ii with i, j s k. Let the 
colimit of that diagram be skX(n - 1); clearly, sOX(n - 1) =X(n - 1) and 
S ‘- ‘X(n - 1) =sX(n - 1). Let (S, _ i) denote the statement: “In the diagram 
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sOY(n - 1) -s’ Y(n - l)--+* -S”-2Y(n- 1) -s”-iY(P- 1) 
the horizontal arrows are cofibrations, the vertical ones are in Z, and the squares 
are in .4V’. We prove (&_ r) by induction: (So) states that s”X(0)+soY(O), or 
X(O)-+ Y(0) is in 2, which is true. Assuming (&_ 2) holds, we prove (S, _ r): how is 
skX(n - 1) built up from s k- ‘X(n - l)? By a line of argument now familiar, let 2 
be an arbitrary object of %; then 
@(skX(n - l), 2) 
=(g~:X(n-1)-*2,0 SiSkJgi*sj=gj*s,_l, j<iSk} 
= @(Sk_ ‘X(n - 1), Z) x’ @(X(n - l), Z) 
so that we have the pullback square 
4?(skX(n - l), 2) 17 3P(sk - ’ X(n - 1 ), 2) 
c I I b 
W(X(n - l), 2) 7 “u(sk- ‘X(n - 2), 2) 
where 
wto ,...,gk-,)=(gOSk-Ir~*o,gk-lSk-l), 
Strictly speaking, of course, the codomain of b, d is I&-,5isk_, +Q’X(n - 2)i, Z), but 
it is easily verified that the images of b, d lie in n’, i.e., in @(sk-‘X(n - 2), 2). 
Hence we have the pushout square 
X(n- 1) =----+ skX(n- 1) 
sk-‘X(n - 2) -----wk-‘X(n- 1) 
Furthermore, by (!&_2), sk- ‘X(n - 2)-Mw2X(n - 2) is a cofibration, and 
s”-‘X(n - 2)-+X(n - 1) is a cofibration, since X* is good; hence, 
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sk- *X(n - 2)-+X(n - 1) is a cofibration, and sk- *X(n - ~)--&X(I;I - 1) is induced 
from it. 
Suppose, inductively, that sk- ’ X(n - l)-+sk- ’ Y(n - 1) is in ,xY: In order to prove 
that skX(n - l)+skY(n - 1) is in 2, use the diagram 
Y(n- 1) - ) skY(n- 1) 
AZ a /I 6 
X(n - 1) ------+ skX(n- 1) 
0 2 I I 0 3 
sk- ‘X(n - 2) Ask-‘X(n- 1) 
B 
J 
Y 
sk-‘Y(n-2) 
0 1 \ 
+Sk-lY(n- 1) 
and Brown’s lemma; CYE Z by hypothesis, /?E %’ by (S&, y E Z by induction 
hypothesis, squares @ and @ belong to & by (A,,2) and the vertical arrow3 are 
cofibrations. Hence, 6 E x and square @ is in A, and (S,_ r) is proved. In par- 
ticular, sX(n - l)-+sY(n - 1) is in x, for all n. 
Next consider 
T[sY(n - 
. 
T[s Y(n - 
1)s 44n)l ’ T[s Y(n - I), @(n)l U TI WO, &Ol 
z / A a 6 
TW(n - 11, @(@I -+ TW(n - 11, NOI U TWO, &Ol 
0 2 
I I 
TW(n - 0, &Ol + TWO, &Ol 
J 
B Y 
1 h &Ol 
0 1 \ 
) T[ Y(n), &Ol 
By (A.3), a, p, y E P, by (A.2) and (A.4), square @ is in M; by (A.@, square @ is 
in 4; the vertical arrows are cofibrations by the ‘product theorem’; h,rnce, by 
Brown’s lemma, 6 E &? 
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Next, consider 
Inductively, y E *, we have just proved BE %‘, and CJ E 8 by (A.3); squares @ and 
@ are in ,A/, by (A.2), (A.4) and (A.6); the verticaf arrows are cofibrations by the 
‘product theorem’; hence S E #‘and R,X-+R,Y is in #, for aI n. 
Finally, by (A.5), R(fi) : R(X+R( Y*) is in #‘. 
3.14. Examples. (a) Let J?’ be the family of homotopy-equivalences, “4 the family 
of all commutative squares. Then, if T[-, 11 preserves homotopies, the theorem 
holds. This wilI be the case if 3 is closed, and either @ = Y, T= 0, or q = Y*, 
T = h. Thus, geometric realization preserves homotopy-equivalences for both 
simplicial and cosimpticial Sobjects. The only assumption is that Y be a category 
with homotopy and &n)+#(n) a closed cofibration. For Y=Top or Top*, and 
#(n) = d,, this holds by Theorems 6 and 10, [42]. For Brown’s Iemma in abstract 
homotopy theory, see [21]; see also (71, [13]. 
(b) Let @ = F= Top, @ = x ; let Z be the family of all p: X-M such that the 
homotopy fiber over CI EA, Fp(u) has the homotopy type of a fixed space F, .k is 
the family of all squares 
I P’ 
such that X-+f*W~. is homotopy equivalence (W”‘? is the total space of the standard 
fibration over A’ equivalent o p’)_ This pair (x .M) was studied by V. Puppe [32), 
who proved (A. 1) and (AS). The other axioms are easily verified. Thus, geometric 
reahzation preserves the homotopy fiber F, provided all squares of the form 
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are in ,&, 8 being an arbitrary 
very similar. 
simplicial operator. Examples (c), (d), (e) below are 
(c) Let I’# = f= Top, @ = x ; let Z be as in (b) above, but let ,d be the family 
of all squares inducing homotopy equivalences on all homotopy fibers. This ex- 
ample is very similar, although not equivalent, to (b). However, (A. 1) and (A.5) can 
be proved by Puppe’s methods, and the other axioms are easily verified. 
(d) Let ti = .r=Top, @ = x ; let Z be as in (b) above, but let .& be the family 
of all squares inducing weak homotopy equivalences on all homotopy fibers. Again, 
(A.l) and (A.5) can be proved by Puppe’s methods. 
(e) Let II, = f=Top, @ = x ; let ._z’ be the family of all p: X-+A such that 
F&J), all aEA, are weakly homotopy equivalent o a fixed F, and <,# as in (d). 
Again, (A.1:) and (A.5) can be proved by Puppe’s methods. 
(f) Let ,1/ = .T=Top, @ = x ; let Zconsist of weak homotopy equivalences X *A 
between arc-connected spaces, and -4 consist of all commutative squa.res. This is 
a special case of (e) with F= *. The condition concerning arc-connectedness can pro- 
bably be weakened. Thus, geometric realization preserves weak homotopy 
equivalences. 
(g) Let ,“T= Top, II/ = category of spectra, r h as in example 3.4(f); .w’ the family 
of homotopy equivalences, .,& the family of all commutative squares. Thus, 
geometric realization preserves homotopy equivalences of spectra. 
4. Definition and elementary properties of bar-constructions 
We now wish to describe the data required for bar-constructions; in [25, $12], 
May gave a very general definition of bar-constructions, using the category of C- 
graphs and triples (g, S’, .‘I‘) where 9 is a monoid in the category of c’-graphs, and 
19, x are, respectively right and left C-graphs over g. It will not be necessary to 
recall these notions, as we will not use them here. Rather, we will use an equivalent 
formulation in more familiar terms, due to Elmendorf, fl I]. May pointed out that 
9 is a topological category, and Elmendorf observed that 9 corresponds to a con- 
tinuous functor Y: 9 *+y= Top, and ,F to a continuous functor X : ,c/‘--+ .-C We 
will generalize this in 2 directions: (1) the ambient category Top will be replaced by 
an arbitrary cocomplete, closed category with homotopy, *-i;;, (2) the functor X, Y 
will be combined to a single Sfunctor 2: ‘t”*@ 5’4~: where 6 is a small 7- 
category. This is the basic situation in which we wish to define a bar-construction. 
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There is, however, one additional complication. We wish to automatically define 
cobar-constructions and obtain their properties from those of bar-constructions by 
passing to the dual category y* in (2), without shifting to the case of V being a 
F*-category. This forces upon us further elaboration which we proceed to describe. 
4.1. Definition. A bar-construction datum consists of: 
(a) A symmetric monoidal category % 
(b) Two Scategories V and @, with V small and (9 cocomplete. 
(c) A Sfunctor T: 9-8 % --) % 
(d) A functor 2 : V* x V-+ @ which is a strong Sfunctor in the sense that we have 
natural morphisms in % 
VR : T[Sf(B, B’), Z(A, B)]+Z(A, B’), 
vL : T[Gf(A’, A), Z(A, S)]+Z(A’, B). 
(e) A natural isomorphism 
a:T[X@Y,Z]+T[Y,T[X,Z]]. 
If c: X@ Y= YQX, then /3= a0 T[c, l] is a natural isomorphism 
jkT[X@Y,Z]-+T[X,T[Y,Z]]. 
These are subject to the following axioms: 
(BCl) There is a natural isomorphism y : T[b, 21-G such that the diagram below 
is commutative: 
7”fx, Z] = T[I@X, Z] 
where I: X-+I@X is the canonical isomorphism. 
(BC2) The following diagram is commutative: 
T[I, z(A, &I 
(BC3) The following diagram is commutative: 
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T[%'(B,B')@ ~(B',Bm),Z(A,B)]~ T[%'(B',B"), T[e'(B, B'), Z(A,B)]J 
m 11 
I I 
WV VRI 
T[@& B”), z(A, B)] T[QB’, B”), Z(A, B’)] 
\ /L 
Z(A, B”) 
(BC4) The following diagram is commutative: 
T[I, Z(A, @I 
(BCS) The following diagram is commutative: 
T[%‘(A”, A’)@g(A’, A), Z(A, B)] - T[V(A”, A’), T[%‘(A’, A), Z(4, B)]] 
T[fi 11 
I I 
TU, VLI 
WW’, A), Z(A, B)! TP’(A: A’), Z(A’, WI 
Z(A”, B) 
Let, now, {A,-} ={Ao,A,,..., A,} be a sequence of n + 1 objects of %‘; we define 
dj {Ai}, 0s js n, to be the sequence (A,, . . . , iij, . . . , A,} of n objects, and +{A;}, 
0 5 j= n, to be the sequence {Ao, .. . , Aj, Aj, . . . , A,,} of n + 2 objects; also, 
is an object of Y, and Z{Ai} = Z(A,, A,) is an object of 4?. The sirnplicial bar- 
construction, B,(Z) = B*( ‘;8,2) is the simplicial %-object given by 
B,(Y 2) =LL T[gn{Ai}, Z{Ai}]. 
{A,) 
Let jiA,) : T[ Gfn{ Ai}, Z{ A,}]-+B,( s+?, Z) be the injection. For n = 0, %f’H {A;} = I, 
Z{Ai} = Z(Ao, A,) SO that B&f, Z) =_& Z(A, A). The simpliciai operators 6 are 
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defined by 
T[%,{A,}, Z{A,}] 2 B,,K 2) 
Tl%n@{Ai}, Z@{Ai}] jell Bm(g, Z) 
I 
and we must define 8: 
(1) If 0 < jc n, Z{ Ai} = Zd’ {Ai} and a’ = T[J.+ l] where ,uj is induced by 
PU: ~(Aj_,,Aj)OV(Aj,Aj+I)-)(e(Aj-,,Aj+1)* 
(2) If j=O, Z(Ai} = Z(A,, A,), Z&{Ai} = Z(A,, Al) and t& is given by 
T[li;‘n{Ai}, Z(& AoN = TWW-,, A,HB~,-t4#i), Z&v AoN 
T[gh- IdOiAi)9 Z(An9 A*)1 -TWn- do{A;}, T[Wb, A, h Z(A,, 4Jll TI1 , vRl 
(3) If j=n, Z{Ai} =Z(A,, A,), Zd,{Ai} =Z(A,_l, A,) and d, is given by 
T[xn - , {Ai}, Z(A,, AoIl = T[~;,-,d,{Ai)O~(A,-,,A,),Z(A,,Ao)l 
(4) If 05 jl n, ZSj { Ai} = Z{Ai} = Z(A,, Ao) and Sj is given by 
where aj : V;1{ Ai} + u/, + 1 Sj { Ai} is induced by 
or 
It is clear that, for O< j< n, these two definitions coincide. It is straightforward 
to verify the simplicial identities, using (BCl)-(BCS). 
We assume given a fixed Q, :A -+ @ so that R, is defined and the bar-construction 
B(Z) = B(g, Z) = R@B*(%, Z). 
2. Ies. (a) L/1/ =F= Top, @(n) = A,,, Z(A, B) = Y(A) xX(B), where X : %‘-+ ,T, 
Y : $f*+ Ygives May’s construction B( Y, V, X), [25], which is itself a generalization 
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of many of the classical topological bar-constructions. 
(b) k = .j-= R-Mod, #(n) = C&4 [n]; R), Y;’ is the .%-category which has one object 
and whose morphisms are the elements of a (supplemented) ifferential R-algebra 
A; Z= A’@ Y, X and Y are a left and a right differential A-module, respectively. 
This gives the two-sided bar-construction of Husemoller-Moore-Stasheff, [ 191, and 
of Gugenheim-May, [ 151, which is a generalization of the classical Eilenberg- 
MacLane bar-construction, [lo]. 
(c) :-@ = .F = 9, e(n) = d [n]. This gives a bar-construction for simplicial sets. The 
special case where the %category %’ is an ordinary category and Z(A, B) = F(B), 
F: g+ 9 is Bousfield-Kan’s hocolim,F, [S]. The topological hocolim construction 
of Vogt, [47], is subsumed under (a). 
(d) The most primitive example of a bar-construction is the nerve of 6, N*(V), 
[38], which corresponds to Z(A, B) = I; the simplicial operators de, d, can only be 
defined if I is a terminal object of ,F= b@, or if r= @ is Euclidean closed. This is 
usually the case; for example, when .y= Sets, Top, supplemented R-modules; 
N&Q is then a simplicial sobject. 
(e) y= Top, +P = category of spectra, T is as in Example 3.4(f). We then have bar- 
constructions available at the spectrum level; special cases, namely hocolims have 
appeared in [43], [45]. 
(f) r= @ = Cat, e(n) =n. We then have bar-constructions available at the 
category level; special cases, namely hocolims, have been studied by Thomason, 
[44]. For %’ an ordinary category, Thomason’s description of hocolim can he 
generalized. If 2: %*x g+Cat, then using Theorem 4.3 one can show that B(?, 2) 
is, if 2 splits as Y XX, Y: V *-Cat, X : P+Cat, the diagonal subcategory of the 
two-sided Grothendieck construction, namely the category whose objects are 
(y, CJ), C an object of V, y E Y(C), XE X(C), whor;e morphisms from (_v, C, x) to 
(y’, C’, x’) are (JOi, t&), f : C -+C’, 13~ : y -+ Y( f )y’? 19~ :X( f )x-+x‘. For the com- 
position of morphisms and other properties of this construction, see [ 141. 
The bar-construction is characterized by a universal property, stated in terms of 
‘higher homotopies’ (compare with [5, XI, 3.4 and XII, 2.31 and [44, 1.3.2)). 
4.3. Theorem. For every {Ai} = {AO, . . . , A,, ), there is a natural morphism (in ti ) 
j{A;} : T[#(n), Wn{AJ, Z(AJll-+BW 2) 
and, for every simplicial operator a* (a : [m] + [n] in A) there is a commutative 
diagram 
U@(n), T[gn {Ai}, Z{Ai)ll 
j{Ail 
+ B($ Z) 
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Furthermore, if U is an object of % and there exist 
satisfying (4.4) with j replaced by k and B(g, 2) by U, then there is a unique mor- 
phism A : B(g, Z)-+ U such that 
Proof. Let #& : T@(n), B&if, Z)]-+B(%‘, 2) be the canonical morphism. Then j{Ai} 
is given by 
WJ{,,}l 
and we have 
T[#(mh TE’iS,{Ai}, z{Ai}]] 3 TM(n), T( gn{Ai), Z{Ai)]] 
\ 
WJ{,,)l 
TV, a*1 
I 
\ 
7W{A,jl 
WMO, B,(le, z)l m T@(n), B,( %; Z)] 
T[@(mL T[gma*{Ai}, za*{Ai} ]] T[I,~*I P?l 
which yields (4.4). 
BY W6h the morphisms k{Ai} : T[@(n), T[&,{Ai}, Z{Ai}]]+U define 
yn : T@(n), B,( 6 Z)] + l.L The commutativity property of the k{Ai} insures that 
TkPbO, B,,W’, Z)] - T@(n), B,,( @?, Z)] 
which, in turn, by the universal property of geometric realization, yields the ex- 
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istence of a unique morphism A : B( %i Z)-+ U such that 
Restricting to the summands T[@(n), T[(s’,{&}, Z{Ai)]] of T[@(@, B,JV; Z)] 
yields the required result. 
4.5. Proposition. Let -@ = ~7 be a closed category and T = 0. If@(O) = I, then there 
is a canonical morphism B( %I;; Z)-+ .?‘%oend Z. 
Proof. This could be proved by defining k{Ai} : T[#(n), T[gn{Ai}, Z{Ai}]]+ 
Scoend 2 and applying 4.3. We will proceed more directly. If K* is any simplicial 
%-object, let C=coequalizer (do, d,), so that we have 
Then [24, $91 e defines a simplicial morphism L+ : K, -+C*, where CL+ is the 
simplicial %-object, constant at C, and I?(&*) : RK*-+RC*= C@@(O) (by 3.5). 
Apply these remarks to K*= B&, 2). Then 
BoUf’v 2) =I_L W, A), B,(% 2) =g %‘(A, B)@Z(B, A); 
A 
do,dl are induced by 
VR : %‘(A, B)@Z(B, A)+Z(B, B) and vL : %‘(A, B)@Z(B, A)-+Z(A, A), 
respectively. Thus, C= Scoend 2, (2.6). 
Co;;.paring 4.3 and 4.5 with XII, 2.3 and XII, 2.5 of (51, we see that B(%, Z) 
stands in exactly the same relationship to Scoend 2 as the homotopy direct limit 
(hocolim) does to the direct limit in [5]. For this reason, it seems appropriate to 
think of bar-constructions as homotopy coends. 
The index Fcategory %’ is discrete if, for all pairs of objects A, B, the ./-object 
%‘(A, B) = .L& IA, A E AABs where IA =I; we may then think of the elements A as 
‘morphisms’ A-+B. In this case, the definition of B&5; Z) takes on a more familiar 
aspect; indeed, the standard formulas for B,,(%, Z) and the simplicial operators, as 
found in [25] when Z= Y x X hold without alteration. 
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5. Duality; cobar-constructions 
In this section we investigate he effect of passing in the bar-construction datum 
2: %f*@ V+ %, from -8’ to kQ*, or from @ to **. This second type of duality will 
enable us to define the notion of cobar-construction n our general context; his will 
include as very special cases the notions of homotopy limits, [S], [47], the classical 
Adams cobar-construction, [2], [:19], and the Rector cobar-construction, (351. 
Given a bar-construction datum 2: V*@hp-*@, this defines another Z*: @?**@V*+ 
9 with Z*(A, B) = Z(B, A); vR, VL become, respectively, vc: T[V*(B’, B), Z*(B, A)] -+ 
Z*(B’, A)] and vi : Tlxf*(A, A’), Z*(B, A)] +Z*(B, A’). A simple computation proves 
5.1. Proposition. B&f’*, Z*) is the reverse of B&t?, 2). 
5.2, Corollary. If the assumptions of 3.7 are satisfied, then 
B(V*, z*)=B(y 2). 
In the special case of the nerve, this corollary is well-known, [34]. The corollary 
follows immediately from 5.1 and 3.7. 
A more interesting duality is obtained upon replacing @ in 4.1 by @*. We then 
obtain the following definition: 
5.3. Definition. A cobar-construction datum consists of: 
(a) A symmetric monoidal category 5
(b) Two Scategories %’ and @, with g small and 9 complete. 
(c) A Sfunstor H: F*Q 4?-, 9. 
(d) A functor 2 : U*@ V+ -% which is a costrong Sfunctor in the sense that we 
have natural morphisms in % 
CR :z(B’, A)+H[W, B’), z(B, A)], 
&, : z(B, A’)-,H[Sf(A’, A}, z(B, A)]. 
(e) A natural isomorphism 
a:H[Y,H[X,Z]]-+H[X@Y,Z]. 
The symmetry of @ yields a natural isomorphism 
p: H[Y, H[X, Z]]+H[Y@, Z]. 
These are subject to the following axioms: 
(Ccl) There is a natural isomorphism ‘yp: Z+Y(I, 2) such that the diagram below 
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is commutative: 
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(CC2) The 
wlx 4 +- ms l1 IE[I@x, Z] 
Ml*\ /i 
li[x H[L a1 
following diagram is commutative: 
H[ @Ws B), z(B, AN ‘R - z(B, A) 
(CC3) The following diagram is commutative: 
ii H[V(B, B’)@V(B’, B”), i!!(B, A)] - H[if(B’, B”), H[V(B, B’), z(B, A)]] 
H[PJl 
I I 
ml, ‘&I 
HVlB, B’), z(B, A)] mg(B’, B’), Z(B’, A)] 
Z(B”, A) 
(CC4) The following diagram is commutative: 
(CC5) The following diagram is commutative: 
H[U(A’, A’)@tf(A’, A), z(B, A)] - H[%‘(A”, A’), H[%‘(A’, A), z(B, A)]] 
I 
t 
WJI H[L5,1 
HW(A’, A), z(B, 41 H[ %‘(A: A’), i?( B, 44 ‘)] 
z(B, A “) 
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Given such a cobar-construction datum, we can define the cosimpliciul cobar- 
construction C*(%f, 2) = C*(z) which is a cosimplicial @-object given by 
where 
Z{ Ai} = Z(Ao9 nl l 9 An] = Z(Ao, An). 
Let nIA,) :Cn(g, Z)-+H;%‘n{Aj}, 2{Ai}] be the projection. The cosimplicial 
operators Y are defined by 
and we must define p: 
(1) If Ocjcn, Zdj{Ai} =Z{Ai} =Z(Ao, An); d’: Cn-‘+Cn and 
dj : H[Zn_ ldj{Ai}, Z(A,, An)]+H[‘G;,{A,), Z(,4,, An)] is H[pj, 11. 
(2) If j = 0, z{Ai} = Z(Ao, An), zdo{Ai} = z(A,, A,) and do is given by 
H[%,_ Ido( Z(A,, A,)] N[l’rR1 ------+H[‘~,-,~~{A~),H[~(Ao,A,), Z(AovAn)ll 
aQ I 
H[G {A,), &%I, A,)1 
I & 
= Al[g(A09A1)0 gn- IdO z(A09 An)1 
(3) If j= n, Z(Aj} =Z(Ao, An), Zd,{Ai} =&IO, An- 1) and d” is given by 
(4) If Or&n, ZSj{Ai} =Z{Ai} =Z(Ag, An) and Si is given by 
We assume given a fixed $J : A -+ TV so that RQ) is defined, and the cobar- 
construction C(z) = Cc%?, z) = R@C*(T;. 2). 
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5.4. Examples. (a) $‘lI = .f= Top; Z(A, IB) = F(B). This gives Vogt’s topological 
homotopy limit of F, [47]. 
(b) & = .F= .Y’; ti is an ordinary category, Z(A, B) = F(B). This gives 
Bousfield-Kan’s holim F, [S]. 
(c) f= Top, J)/ = Sp; we then have cobar-constructions and, in particular, holims 
at the spectrum level. These homotopy limits have appeared in 1431, 1451. 
(d) i/l/ = x= Top; g is the category OA 1, i.e. % = 1. Let Xf- B-g Y be a 
diagram in ,F, and define 2 by 
Z(O, 0) = 2(0,1) f- X-E 
4 
&, 1) 
I 
Z(a, 1) is xl T T 
I 
g 
aLo) s m, 1) XxY-Y 
, 712 
It is easily seen that this defines a cobar-construction datum and the cobar- 
construction is precisely Rector’s cobar-construction, [35], whose realization is the 
‘homotopy pullback’ 
{(x,Y,W)EXX YxB’I w(o)=fo,w(l)=g(Y)}. 
If either f or g is a fibration, this has the homotopy type of X xB Y. 
Note that the functor 2 cannot, in general, be split in the sense that i&I, B) = 
x(A)J_L y(B), with X: $?* +r, Y : %‘-M This is one reason why, in the definition 
of bar-construction datum, we replaced Y x X by Z. 
(e) F= (R-Mod)*, q = R-Mod with H: F* x 2 J + & being the tensor product in 
%. In order to define the realization of a cosimplicial $-object, we need @ : A -+ 7, 
H’: 9+*X 4?+ %. Let F= @, and H’ the internal horn-functor of J&. Note that, in 
this case, unlike all the preceding ones, F, F’ and H, H’ are different; also, axiom 
(CC6) refers to H’, not to H. Let now B be a supplemented differential R-coalgebra. 
B is a monoid object in F, let g be the Tcategory corresponding to B. i?! then cor- 
responds to a bicomodule over B. When z = X@ y, with X a left-comodule over 
B, and if a right-comodule over B, we obtain the simplicial form of the cobar- 
construction of (191, which is a generalization of Adams’ cobar-construction, [2]. 
One final note: this cobar-construction is assembled via the product, whereas in 
many algebraic situations, it seems preferable to use the coproduct. The two, of 
course, coincide under certain additional assumptions, [ 161. 
Dually to 4.3, we have a characterization of cobar-constructions by a universal 
property: 
For every {Ai} = {A,, . . . , A,, >, there is Q natural morphism (in k ) 
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and, for every cosimplicial operator a (a : [m] +[n] in A) there is a commutative 
diagram 
Furthermore, if U is an object of 9 and there exist 
m{Ai} : W--W@(n), H[qn{Ai}v Z{Ai)II 
satisfying (5.6) with n replaced by o and C(%‘, z) replaced by U, then there is a 
unique morphism c : U +C(V, z) such that 
Dual to 4.5, we have 
5.7. Proposition. If @ = .F is a closed category, H the internal horn-functor and 
#(O) = I, then there is a canonical morphism f-end 2 +C(q, 2). 
I-Iaving developed the basic definitions and elementary properties of bar- 
constructions and cobar-constructions let us now consider an important special 
case. Let @ = Y be a closed category and T, H denote the tensor-product and 
internal horn-functor of 3C Assume further that ..? is complete and cocomplete. If 
2 : V*@ V+ F is a Sfunctor in the sense of Eilenberg-Kelly, [9], it is not hard to 
show that it is both stxrg and costrong in our sense. Hence we have: 
5.8. Theorem. If F is a complete, cocomplete closed category, V a small Y’kategory 
and Z : s?? *@ V -+ F a F-functor, then both B,(g, Z) and C*(V, Z) may be defined. 
From now on, we will assume that the conditions of the preceding paragraph are 
satisfied. We proceed to still another type of duality between bar- and cobar- 
constructions. The special case dealing with homotopy colimits and homotopy limits 
for F = 9 was discussed in [5]. 
Let Y= @ be a closed category, (g, Z) a bar-construction datum 
*ith T= @ and a defined by the associativity and commutativity of 0. Let X 
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be an object of .% Then the function (A, B)-+ H[Z(B, A), X] defines a functor 
H[Z, X] : P@ ‘6 -V such that (6; H[Z, X]) is a cobar-construction datum with 
H = h, p defined by the exponential axiom for Y and CR, &_ as defined below. 
Furthermore, there is a natural isomorphism 
H[B,( 8; Z), X] = C*( ‘6, H[Z, Xl). 
Proof. It is easy to see, using 2.5, that 
Cn(%; H[Z, X]) = H[B,(%; Z), X]. (5.10) 
&&_ are defined by 
HZ, XI(B; 4 = W’V, B’), Xl - Hb’R’ ‘I EQti(B, B’)@Z(A, B), X] 
\ tR 
II 
HEW, W, H[Z, X](B, A)] = H[‘I: (B, B’), flZ(A, B), x]] 
H[Z, X](B, A’) = mZ(A’, B), X] lylvL’ I1 -- m%‘(A’, A)@Z(A, B), X] 
H[K(A; A), H[Z, X](B, A)] = H[W’, 4 f&W, B), XII 
It is then straightforward to verify that (‘6; H[Z, X]) is a cobar-construction 
datum and that (5.10) extends to an isomorphism of cosimplicial J-objects. 
5.11. Corollary. Under the assumptions of 5.9, there is a natural isomorphism 
H[B( v, Z), X] = C( %; HP, Xl). 
Proof. This is immediate, using 5.9 and 3.3. 
6. Resolved simpliciai objects 
Let 3 be a cocomplete category and X* a simplicial 5object. There is a universal 
constant simplicial 5object into which X* maps, E* : X* -+C*, in the sense that any 
simplicial morphism of X* into a constant simplicial .Gobject facrors through E*. 
This is another way of stating Lemma 9.2(ii) of [24]. The .F-object C is the CO- 
equalizer of do, dt : Xl S X0 and E* is defined by E : X0 +C. This construction was 
used in Section 4 to obtain a canonical morphism &( %‘, Z) -+ (5coend Z),. 
We will study conditions under which E* is a homotopy equivalence. If this is so, 
we say that Xs is resolvent or a resolution. We will find, in Section 7, that simplicial 
bar-constructions are often resolvent in this sense. 
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Let US begin by recalling certain facts from category theory; see [3 1, pp. 69-701, 
or (23, VI.61. 
6.1. Definition. A pair of morphisms fo, fi : AN3 is contraclible if there is a mor- 
phism g : B +A such that fog = fg, and figfo = figfi. 
Note that this notion is not symmetric, i.e., “&, fi is contractible” is quite a dif- 
ferent statement from “fi, f. is contractible”. 
Let e : B-+ C be a coequalizer of fO, fi . Then there is a unique morphism 
6:C-+B such that &a= l,, &=fig. Indeed, if we consider fig:B+B, we have 
Cf1glfo = Cf1g)f19 and so fig factors through C uniquely, i.e., there is a unique 
&:C+B such that fig=&. Then ~~&=&f~g=&f~g=~=l,~, and since & is an 
epimorphism, we have ~5 = 1,. The above can be summarized by the commutative 
diagram 
1 
B-B 
g fo 
\/ 
A 
& I fl 
B 
d & 
./ \ 
& (6.2) 
c-c 
1 
The morphism g is said to split ( fO, f,). Conversely, it can be shown that if (6.2) 
holds and g splits ( fO, fi), then e is a coequalizer of fO, fi. 
6.3. Definition. The simplicial Sobject X* is front-split if the pair &, dr : X1 +X0 
is contractible. 
If this is the case, we may apply the preceding 
6: C-+X, such that es = 1, and & = drg. We also 
Consider the diagram 
discussion and obtain a unique 
have dog = 1, dr gdr = dr gdO. 
do x,y---+x,_~---x~ do 6 SO -x*L c-x,---+x* j... x so n-l-xfz* 
The morphism 6 defines a simplicial morphism z*(5) = S+ :C* +X*, [21], given by 
~,=s&kC,=C-+X,,. We also have &*:X*--C* given by q,=cd$:X,+C,,=C. 
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Note that doso = 1 and so d[~~=d~-~d~s~s~-~ =d$-‘$-* =- =d~s~= 1 and since 
~a= 1, we have &,&,=&di$$5=&= 1. 
We will now attempt to construct a homoropy between I and &E*. Now 
(&e& = a,,~, =$6&d{ and we need to construct 
P%X,-+X,+I, OSi92 i 
such that 
dOhc’= 1, d,l + l hj,@ = 6, e, = @Ed;, 
if i’<j, 
(A)l dihJ!“‘= if i=j>O, 
O&in+ 1 if i>j+ 1, 
(x>7+1 
if irj, 
OSiSn+ 1 
if i,j 
. 
Define hf) : X0 *Xl by h(P’=g and hy) : Xn -)X,, + *, i >O, by hj”) =s,h~~; I’d,, 
1 r&n. Then dohio)=dog= 1 and dl hi” = dl g = 6e = aoeo, as required. 
6.4. Theorem. Let g split the contractible pair (da, d,) and E, 6 be defined a~ above. 
Then el, & constitute a homotopy-equivalence provided h&O) = g, hi”) = so hj”; ‘Id,, 
1 s ir n, and there exist hp), n ~1 such that 
(COY d,hr)= 1, 
(Ci)” dihr’=hg-“di_I, 1 s&n+ 1, 
(DiY h~‘si - 1 =sih~- ” 9 1 Sian. 
Proof. One verifies easily that d, + 1 hf) = s{&d$ Next, one proceeds by induction 
and assuming (A)$, (Z$, kr n - 1, one proves (A)!, (Z):. This is a straightforward, 
if slightly lengthy, exercise in simplicial computation. 
Applying the preceding discussion to Xi, the reverse of X*, and interpreting the 
result in terms of Xt, we obtain: 
6.5. Definition. The simplicial Sobject X* is back-split if the pair d:, do : X1 -+X0 
is contractible. 
If this is the case, we have g : X0 *XI, es= l,, &=dog, d,g= 1, dogdO=dogdl. 
heorem. Let g split the contractible pair (dl, do) and &, 6 be defined as above. 
Then es, 6+ constitute a homotopy-equivalence provided khG’ =g, k:” = s,, kin - ‘Id,, 
0 s is n - 1 and there exist ky, n 2 1 such that 
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pas. = s 
n 1 
k’” - 1) i n_t , O&292-1. 
We should mention that, by replacing Y by Y*9 Theorems 6.4 and 6.6 yield con- 
ditions under which cosimplicial sobjects are res&ent i.e., if X* is such an object, 
with do,&: X0+X1 and E:E*X’ is an equalizer of do,&, then &*:E*+X* is a 
homotopy equivalence. We will leave details to the reader. 
7. Resolvent bar-constructions 
Let us now apply the results of Section 6 to bar-constructions. To begin we con- 
sider another very general type of bar-construction defined by May, in [24, pp. 
W-93], or rather the symmetric form of it suggested by MacLane. The data are as 
follows: 
(1) A category Y and a monad (T, JJ, q) on Z 
(2) A right T-functor F : 9-4 F’ with A : FT+F such that 
Ft7 
F-FT 
FCC 
FT2-FT 
. 
F FT - F 
A 
(3) A left T-functor E: 1% -tY with <: TE+E such that 
The bar-construction B,(F, T, E) is a simplicial object in the ‘category’ of func- 
tors from GY to Y’; with B,=FT”E, do=LT”-‘E, di=FTi-‘~Tn-‘-IE, O<i<n, 
d,,=FT”-‘r, si=FT’qT”-‘E. In particular, do=AE:FTE+FE and dl=F<. 
7.1. The case B&T, T,E). VandF=TJ=p.Letg:TE+TTEbegivenby 
g=qTE. Then g splits (do,dl)=(pE,Tr) since pEqTE=l and T<qTE=@< 
and so 
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We also have 
TEL TE 
TE 
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E-E 
1 
which shows that c is a coequalizer of (pE, Tc). If we define hf) : B, -+B,, + 1 by 
j.,($=9T”+’ E: T”+‘E-+ Tn+2E, it is easy to verify (CO)“, (Q”, (Q)“. Hence, by 
6.4, B,(T, T, E) and E, have the same homotopy type. Thus Proposition 9.8 in [24] 
is a special case of 6.4. 
7.2. The case B*(F, T, T). Let cl)/ = F and E= T, r =p. Let g = FQ; it splits 
(dr , do) = (Fp, AT). Then dually to 7.1, A is a coequalizer of (Fp, II T). tf wfa Idefine 
k”“.FTn+r+FT”+2 by @=FT”+i II, it is easy to v;trify (Ci)“, (C,!,“, (D,!)” and 
sz, by 6.6, B,(F, T, T) and F* have the same homotopy type. Thus Proposition 9.9 
in [24] is a special case of 6.6. 
We now consider the bar-constructions defined in Section 4 of this paper. We 
must impose additional conditions on our bar-construction data: (1) .Y-= -i// is a 
Cartesian monoidal category, [9], (2) T: FX 5-U is the product, (3) 
2: %*@ %+F splits in the sense that there exist strong 5riunctors 2’ : k’* -+ c/: 
X: g + F such that Z(A, B) = Y(A) x X(B). Recall that we have VR : %‘(B, B’) x X(B)+ 
X(B’) and vL: W(A’, A) x Y(A)-+ Y(N). In this situation, we use tne standard 
notation Blk( V, 2) = B,( Y, ‘%, X). 
7.3. Theorem. Suppose there exists an object CO of ti and for each object A of t..’ 
there are 5morphisms 
u : Y(A) xX(A)+ Y(Co), h: Y(A)xX(A)-+x(A,Co) 
satisfying 
(u, h, ~1 VLX 1 
Y(A)xX(A)- Y(G) x g(A, Co) xX(A) - Y(A) x X(A) 
I t 
1 
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Y(A) x V(B, A) xX(B) 
VLXl 
- Y(B) xX(B) 
u 
Y(A) x v(B, A) xX(B) 
VLXl 
- Y(B) xX(B) 
Y(A) xX(A) x V(B, A) 
Then B*( Y, %f, X) is redvent. 
7.4. Remark. The proof below is considerably easier to follow in the special case 
where Y is a concrete category, so that its objects have elements and its morphisms 
are set-mappings. For example, write fx for vR(fr x) and uf for vL(y, f); then the 
commutative diagrams in the statement of 7.3 become the identities: 
NY, x)W, x) =Y, 
W,fxPf=hWM 
the definition of h&@ (below) becomes 
#“(Y f f 3 1, 2,*-e, fn, x) =(uIu,fif2 l fnX)r W,f, l fnx),f,, l *- ,fn,xh 
and the identities (Co)“, (Ci)“, (Di)” are easily verified. 
Define 
&=uY(A)xX(A), B1 =u Y(A) x it(B, A) xX(B). 
A A, B 
(~9 h, ~1 
g:Bo-+B1 by Y(A)xX(A)- Y(Co) x %(A, Co) xX(A). 
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Using the third diagram above and (BCl)-(BCS) of 4.1, one proves that the follow- 
ing diagram is commutative: 
VLX 1 
Y(A)xV(B,A)xX(B)- Y(B) x X(B) 
J 
1 XVR 
\ 
Mv Q) 
Y(A) xX(14) %‘(B, Co) x X(B) 
\ 
(h, ~2) 
J 
VR 
%% Co) x x(A) vR ’ x(c,) 
This, together with the secontl diagram states that d,gd, = dIgdo, while the first 
diagram states dog = 1. Thus g splits the contractible pair (do, d,). Applying 6.4, we 
need only define I#) : B, + B, + 1, n r 1, satisfying (Co)“, (CJ”, (0;)“. Now 
& = 1L Y(A,) X Vn {Ai} x X(Ao), and similarly for B, + 1 ; the components of ho(“) 
are morphisms of the form 
where A, + l = CO, defined as follows: by associativity of composition, we have the 
unique iterated composition morphism p : Sfn{Ai} -+ %‘(A,, A,) and 
h~)=(u(lxv,)(lx~x1),h(lx~~)(1~/.~~1),~~,~~), 
Y(A,) x Vn{Ai} x X(A0) - Y(A,) x %(A,, A,) xX(Ao) 
Wo) 
u 
1 XVR / 
- Y(A,,) x WA,) 
h 
\ 
%(A,,, Co> 
A long, but straightforward computation verifies that (Co)“, Cc,,“, (Q)” are 
satisfied, thus proving the theorem. 
7.5. Remark. Assume Y is concrete and %;’ has a quasi-terminal object which is 
universal for Y, i.e., 
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(i) There exists C and hA . *A-C such that, for all f:A+B, 
A 
I 
hA 
\ 
f C 
/ hB 
B 
(ii) Given y E Y(A), there exists w E Y(C) such that whA = y, and yw w is a .S. 
morphism. 
Then define 
u : Y(A) xX(A)+ Y(C) by U(Y, x) = w, 
h: Y(A)xX(A)-W(A,C) by h(y,x)=hA, 
and the identities of 7.4 are easily verified. Thus, under these conditions, 
B,( Y, %‘, X) is resolvent . One very simple special case of this is where F has a quasi- 
terminal object C and Y(A) = I, all A. Here B*( Y, g, X) = hocolim*X and co- 
equalizer& di) = colim X, see [5, XII, 3.11. 
Using the duality of 5.1, 5.2 or 6.6 rather than 6.4, we obtain a dual of 7.3. 
7.6. Theorem. Suppose there exists an object C of ‘G and for each object A of %, 
there are Smorphisms u : Y(A) x X(A)+X(C), k : Y(A) x X(A)+ %‘(C, A) satisfying 
conditions dual to those of 7.3, then B,(Y, 8; X) is resoIvent. 
7.7. Remark. In the concrete case, the identities dual to those of 7.4 are 
My, W(Y, 4 =x, 
MY,fX) = V(Yf, x)9 
f okWix)=k(y,fx). 
7.8. Remark. Dually :ti 7.5, assume .gF is concrete and %’ has a quasi-initial object 
which is universal for X, i.e., 
(i) There exists C and kA : C+A such that, for f: A+B, 
(ii) Given XE X(A), there exists w E X(C) such that kA w =x, and xc) w is a 3 
morphism. 
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Then define 
u : Y(A) x X(A)-+X(C) by MY, 4 = w, 
k: Y(A)xX(A)-+qC,A) by k(y,x)=k,, 
and the identities of 7.7 are satisfied. Thus, B,( Y, x; X) is resolvent. 
7.9. Elmendorf’s coalescence functor. Let G be a Lie group, .F a suitable category 
of topological spaces, and @G the Scategory of canonical G-orbits, whose objects 
are the quotients G/H, where H is a closed subgroup of G, and whose morphisms 
from G/H to G/K are the G-maps from G/H to GM. 
There is a functor ( )* from G-spaces to continuous contravariant functors from 
psC to f, given by (X)*(G/H) = XH, the fixed point set of X under H. Elmendorf, 
[ll, 1.31, constructs a ‘homotopy inverse’ to ( )*; more precisely, he constructs a 
‘coalescence functor’ C which associates to a continuous contravariant furctor T 
from (I~ to .f, a G-space C(T) such that C(T) and T(G) are homotopy equivaknt. 
We will see that this main result of [l l] is a special case of 7.6, 7.7. 
Elmendorf defines I: OG + F by I(G/H) = G/H and defines C/T) = B( T, (F;iG, I). 
We will see that, by 7.6, B*(T, &, 1) is resolvent and that coequalizer (&d,) = 
T(G). G = G/(e) is clearly an initial object of &. We must define continuous maps 
u : T(G/H) x G/H+G, k : T(G/H) x G/H+ f(G, G/H) 
satisfying the identities of 7.7. The equations o( y, gH) = e, k( y, gH)(g’) = g’gH 
define the required maps. Thus 7.6 applies. 
Let us now consider 
do, dl : LI. T(G/K) x @&(G/H, GM) x G/H-+JJ_ T(G/L) x G/L. 
H. K L 
Given gL E G/L, there is a unique G-map fgL : G +G/L such that fgL(e) =gL; 
hence (y,gL)=(y,f,L(e))=di(y,fgt,e); since do<y,fgL,e) =(Y l f~~,e), every point 
of coequalizer (do,dl) has a representative of the form (z, e), ZE T(G). If (2, e) and 
(z’, e) represent the same point, then there is f : G +G such that f(e) = e, T( f )z = z’. 
These conditions, however, imply f = 1 and z’= z. Thus, coequalizer(dO, d,) = T(G). 
7.10. The case % = G = a topological group. If %’ is the topological category with one 
object and morphisms in l-l correspondence with the elements of G, then 
Y l V* + T is a right G-space and X : %‘-+ Y is a left G-space. Define a right G-action 
on YxX by (y,x)g=(yg,g-ix). Apply& 7.3 and 7.4, we obtain the rather weak 
result: 
Proposition. Jf there exists a right G-map h : Y x X -+G, then B,( Y, G, X) is resol- 
vent and B(Y, G, X), Y xG X have the same homotopy-type. 
The condition above is equivalent ot Y x X -+ Y xG X is a trivial principal G- 
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le. Much more general results of this type are known, [40], [41], [25]. The in- 
terest - and the weakness - of our result is due to the fact that its proof is purely 
formal with no geometric input. 
Appendix, Proofs of 3.4(e) 
Let A = (A,) be a simplicial differential R-module, so that for each n, A, is a 
differential R-module and there are simplicial operators from A,n to A,; thus we 
have A,, with i the simplicial (horizontal) degree and j the differential R-module 
(vertical) degree. We denote the simplicial operators by di, Si, as usual, and by d or 
d/i or d’ the vertical differential in each A,. We may define a horizontal differen- 
tial by dh = Ci(- l)‘di (with th e convention of course that di : A, +A,_ I is 0 for 
ic 0 and i en). Recall also the ‘inclusions’ aj : A [n - l] +A [ml, Or is n, and the 
‘projections’ ai : d [n -I- I] -+A [n], O-J _ 6 +n. We will use the same notation for the in- 
duced morphisms on C&l[n]; R). 
Colimits and therefore coends are easily computed in the category of differential 
R-modules and the realization of A is obtained from 
A = @ A,@C&l[n]; R) 
tr> 0
modulo the identifications a! *a@ c=a@crc, for all cr:n-m in A. 
(i) If ilE A, is degenerate, so that GI = sj, l *. s$, with b non-degenerate, then 
(ii) Every non-zero c is a linear combination of elements of the form 
6iq “* ai,En-q, where &_4~Cn_4 (A [n - (71; R) is the basic class. 
From (i) and (ii), it follows that every element of A is equivalent o an. element 
of the form ciaJ!@&), with aJ! non-degenerate; in fact, the a/! are uniquely deter- 
mined. If the vertical degree of a@c is i, since d’Zi(j, = i(j), we must have d’aj = 
i-i(j) and a/! ~Ai(j), SO that aj ~AqjJ,i_i(j). 
Define 0 : R#(A)-,Tot(A **) by 8(a@c) = Cj aJ!. The above discussion shows that 
0 is an isomorphism of graded R-modules. It remains to compute the differential 
on Tot(A,,) induced by that of R@(A). The differential of R,(A) is itself induced 
from that of A which is given by d(a@c) = d”a@c+ (- l)pa@d”c, fl= the vertical 
degree of CI. This is compatible with the identifications: (v is the vertical degree of 
CT *a) 
d(a*a@c)=d’a*a@c+(-l)Wa@d’c 
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. . 
=d’a!~~i~j,+(-l)‘~a~Olt?J) (-l)ks,~i~j)_l 
k=O 
. . 
zd”aj@Zi(j)+ ‘f (-l)~+kdka~@Zqj,_l. 
k=O 
Hence, 
. 
ed(a,!@Zi&=d”a,! + ‘f (-l)‘J’kdka,! =d’aj +(-l)fidha,!; 
k=O 
here p’ is the vertical degree of a;. This concludes the proof for the simplicial case. 
For the cosimplicial case, if B = {B”} is a cosimplicial differential R-module, 
then the realization of B is 
~‘h(G(d[nl; R), B”) 
n>O 
= WA 1 hn E hG(A[nl; R), B”), h,a = ahi, a : i-w in A}. 
In vertical degree k, all h, have vertical degree k, i.e., 
h, : C*(d[n]; R)--‘B:+,. 
Since elements of &(A [n]; R) are linear combinations of elements of the form 
aZ’i for suitable a : i +n, we have h,(aCi) = ahi( so that h, is determined by all 
h,(&)&~+k. Hence there is an isomorphism # of graded R-modules between 
tReB)k and n,,,B,m+k* It remains to compute the differential: 
d(h,) = (43, + (- lJk+ ‘h,- Id&(A[&* 
If @((h,)) = {b,) where b, e B,“+k and b, = h,,,(&), then 
~d(h,)=~(d);h,+(-l)k+lh~-,d~*I,l,)={c,), 
where 
c,=d~h~(~~)+(-l)k+lh,-Id~,(d(ml)(~~)* 
Hence, 
cm =d;b,+(-l)k+lh,_, E (-1)‘6,&_, I=0 > 
=d;;b,+(-1) k+l i (-1)‘6,b,_, 
I=0 
and we have 
w%J = dvb,+(-l)k“’ f (-1)[6,b,,I_l . 
I=0 1 
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Thus, if we define the total differential R-module 
module by 
Tot(B)_k= n B,m+k (k0) 
mr0 
with d : Tot(B)_k -+Tot(B)+_ 1 given by the above 
cosimplicial case is concluded. 
of a cosimplicial differential I?- 
formula, then the proof for the 
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